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Title word cross-reference

#3 [Fit73]. #4 [Fit73].

(i + j, j) [Str85]. F [PW85a]. G [PW85a].  
→ [Fit79]. p [Wan79]. Q(√2) [Deu93].  
Q(√3) [Deu93]. r^2 [BBR85]. U(3) ⊂ SO(3)  
[Dra01]. x' = y [RK87]. y' = 0 [RK87]. Z_p  
[Str85].

-adic [Wan79].

12th [GE94]. 13th [H+91]. 14th [HSW83].  
1993 [AAC93, GE94]. 1999 [TMH99].  
1999/088 [TMH99]. 19th [Hei87].

2 [BH95]. 20th [WGM88].

4-17 [Ear88].

54Th [Ano84]. 578 [BR73].

6000 [Str74]. 6000/7000 [Str74].

7000 [Str74]. '74 [Jen74]. '79 [Ng79, IJC79].

'81 [Wan81]. '85 [Buc85, Cav85]. '86  
[Cha86]. '89 [ACM89, Nel89].
Ran94, Roe95, Sir70, SH10, Way90, Cal82, Gen83, Hei87, HSW83, MS91, Nel89, Sch84.

Computer-Aided
[Rei81, DJ89, ET88a, ET88b, GJK88].

Computer-Algebra-Systemen [Klw90].

Computer-supported [BIG01].

Computeralgebra [Ben98].

Computerized [NA79, Cre89].

Computers [Bar90, Dev94a, Dev94b, Dev94c, G. 86, KRB +90, Sym86b, KRB +90].

Computing [CS79, CF80, CG90, Dek83, JS87, Man93, Top89, AM89, DM93, Dra01, ET88a, ET88b, WGM88].

concentrated [Fra84].

concept [WS83].

cones [BFMS87].

Conference [AAC93, Ano80, Cal82, Cav85, F +77, GH84, Gra94, G. 86, H +91, IEE93, IEE86, IEE88b, IEE88c, IEE88a, IEE91, IEE92a, IEE92b, IJC79, KR8 +90, Lew79, Top89, Ano80, IEE92a].

conferences [H +91].

Congress [GE94, Nel89, Ros74].

Cylindrical [BFHS92, fHR93].

Cylindrical Cylinders [Ban84, SP93].

dame [Way90].

Data [CS79, Whi77a, Whi77b].

Databases [LMR90].

DC [Lew79].

Decade [Mos71d, Mos71b].

December [PEK91, SS84].

Decoupling [CD82].

Definite [Wan74, Wan71b, Wan71c].

definition [MSI90].

Deformation [Ban84].

Degenerate [RK87].

Degree [HT84].

Demonstrations [DS81].

Derivation [LH84, LH86, MD88, DJ89, TDA88, WS92].

DERIVE [Ben98, Ben98, KLW90, KWW92].

Describe [GBC92].

Design [AAC93, BMS88, GE94, ILT87, SK86, ABC +88, AM90, BZ93, BFZ92, ET88a, ET88b, ET89, FL93, Gat84, HJL89, HLTH94, H +91, LS96, SDF88, Mio90].

Determinacy [RK87].

Determining [Mar71b].

Development [Pad85, Raj87].

Diagram [Wol79].

Diego [IEE88b].

Difference [Yag84, SR88].

Differentiation [Har84, HV87, Her83, Mil93, Ous91a, RW86, Re181, WH84a, Woo84, Bey79, CHW91, CG90, Gol77a, GHR10, Kwo91, Mat89b, RB91].

Difficulties [Wan82].

Diffusive [Mag89].

Dimensional [Eng84, Wel72].

Dirac [BBR85, TM85].

direct [HT90a].

directed [RB91].

Directions [JS87].

DISCO [Mio90].

discontinuities [AP90].

Discrete-time [NTT90, CDA90].

Discrete-time [NTT90].

dispersion [RAKK88].

Dispersionsgleichung [RAKK88].

Disturbances [LF87].

DMS [BR73].

documentation [GM82].

DOE [HC85].

DOE-MACSYMA [HC85].

Double [JM88, Mag89, TRC92].

Double-Diffusive [Mag89].

double-spiral [TRC92].

Driven [WKB86].

drives [GFB +93].

drugery [Str90].

Dynam an [SK86].

Dynamic [LH84, LH86, MD88, NTT86, GJK88, LS96].
Formula \[Lue77, KLW90\]. formulae \[Pi64\]. formulas \[HSW94, HSW98, WS88\]. Formulating \[JM85\]. Formulation \[Cre90a, HN85, RS85\]. FORTRAN \[Cah90, Pit79, RAKK88, SR86, BGV94, Lan80, LG86, SR84\]. FORTRANHybrid \[RAKK88\]. Forum \[Ano95b\]. Foundations \[GKW93, Ear88\]. Four \[CCF84\]. Fourier \[SC90\]. Fourth \[Gra94, IEE88b, IEE88c, IEE91, IEE92a, ML87\]. Foundations \[AA93, IEE86, IEE92a, Nel89\]. Franklin \[IEE88a\]. Freedom \[HT84, GD93\]. Freedom \[Sir70\]. French \[CS89, DST87\]. freshman \[Sla61\]. Friend \[Slo86\]. Friendly \[Spi86\]. Frontiers \[Gra94\]. Functional \[JM87, Sta84, WS83\]. Functions \[Mos72, CR91, Gol85, Har80, Hol86, Lum86, Mos89, Ric68, SC90, Tra84\]. Future \[Raj87\].

G \[PW85b, PW85c\]. gain \[Fab93\]. GaIt \[JM87, JM88, LF87\]. Galerkin \[Gil95\]. gases \[CDA90\]. gauge \[Cah90\]. GCD \[MY73\]. geared \[DM88, DM93\]. General \[Mos72\]. generalized \[MSI90\]. Generate \[GBC92, GFB93\]. generated \[WH84b\]. génératien \[CS89\]. Generating \[Ous91b, Lan80\]. Generation \[LG86, Mac83, RS85, BGV94, EF89, Mar86, SR88\]. Generator \[GW84, CS87, CS89, Gat84\]. generators \[Cha92\]. GENTRAN \[BGV94\]. GENTRANs \[Kea91\]. Geographical \[Gol84\]. Geometric \[Baj86, Her83\]. geometrical \[TM89\]. Geometry \[Akm88, Tha89a, Tha89b\]. geophysics \[DJ89\]. Georgia \[PEK91\]. German \[Akm85a, Ben98, BH95, KLM90, KWW92, Lue77, RAKK88\]. Germany \[Wat91\]. GI \[YW87\]. GI/S \[YW87\]. Global \[GBC92, HJL91\]. globally \[HJL89\]. Gordon \[Dra01\]. Gradient \[NC79\]. grande \[Way90\]. graphical \[YW87\]. graphics \[Ak88, Ear88, Mac95a\]. graphs \[RB91\]. Grid \[RS85\]. Gripenberg \[CVG94\]. Ground \[ANGK+87\]. Ground-State \[ANGK+87\]. group \[Bey79\]. Guide \[HWH91, Mos71c, Sym87a, Sym88a, Ano88, Ano92, Mac95c, Mos71a\]. Gustaf \[CVG94\].

Habits \[Gal84\]. Hacijan \[Wan82\]. Hamiltonian \[TM85\]. Handbook \[GKW93\]. Hands \[BH95\]. Hands-on \[BH95\]. Harbor \[IEE88b\]. harmonic \[DJ89\]. hash \[Mar71b\]. having \[TT88\]. Heat \[BHY88, Che88, PEK91, TRC92\]. Hecke \[CD87, Deu93\]. held \[Ear88, F+77, Lew79\]. Help \[Gon83, Mac97b, Mac98, Mar87, RAKK88\]. Heuristic \[Mon92, Slad61\]. high \[OM92\]. high-speed \[OM92\]. Higher \[For89, Ros85, SP93\]. higher-order \[Ros85, SP93\]. Hilfe \[RAKK88\]. Hilton \[IEE86, Nel89\]. Hinge \[Mac83\].

Hinge-Connected \[Mac83\]. Historical \[Whi77b\]. history \[Mos12\]. Homogeneous \[Mil93\]. Hopf \[IT84\]. Hotel \[AAC93, IEE88b, IEE88a, IEE92a\]. Houston \[Gen83\]. Human \[JM88\]. Hybrid \[Sre92, CTZY90, RAKK88\]. hybrid/mixed \[CTZY90\]. hypergeometric \[Gos77\]. hypersonic \[HCR91\].

IASTED \[Ham89\]. iconic \[Oba92\]. Identities \[Deu93\]. IEEE \[IEE86, IEE88c, IEE88a, IEE91, IEE92a, ML87\]. IFAC \[Fli93\]. IFIP \[Ros74\]. II \[CD87, The83b, Mos66c\]. IJCAI \[IJC79\]. IJCAI-79 \[IJC79\]. Illinois \[G. 86\]. Illustration \[Cha88\]. Imaging \[SH84\]. implement \[CR91\]. Implementation \[Car84, CG90, Fat76, Lue77, ZZ86, CTZY90, Gat84, Mio90\]. Implementations \[WS84\], implémenté \[CS89\], implemented \[CS89\]. Implementierung \[Lue77\]. Implications \[JS87\]. Improved \[YW85, Cla89b\]. Improvements \[Wan82\]. including \[SH10\].
Indefinite [Gos77, Wan94, Wan91].
Indexed [Wan94]. induced [LHC92].
induction [Cha92]. Inequalities [Mig87].
inexpensive [Ano95a]. Infinite [Cut84].
Information [Ros74].
Ingenieurmathematik [Ben98]. input [Mar71a]. input/output [Mar71a].
Instabilitäten [RAKK88]. installment [CVG94].
Institute [Ear88, Jen74]. instruction [Lan88]. instructional [Bra89].
integer [Mig87]. Integers [WR75]. Integrals [BBR85, CCF84, Cut84, Wan74, Ski93, Wan71b, Wan71c]. integrated [Fre81].
Integration [ABC88, Fat81, Mos67a, Mos67b, Mos71d, Rit48, Tra84, Wan94, Bey79, Fat15, Mos66c, Mos66b, Mos69, Mos71b, RBr91, Ris69, Ris70, Sla61]. integrator [Sla61]. Intelligente [IEE88b, IJC79, Nor91, PH86]. Intelligent [ML87]. Interaction [II88]. interactions [BKK76]. Interactive [Sip86, Fat79, Lit76].
Interface [Gen83, WGM88, Mac95a, Ols92, YW87, Hei87, HSW83]. Interfaces [Pur85]. Internal [II88].International
[ACM89, ACM94, GE94, G. 86, Ham89, IEE86, IEE88c, IEE88a, IEE91, IEE92b, IJC79, KRB+90, ML87, Mio90, Ng79, Top89, Wan92, WN90, Wat91]. Interoperability [LMR90]. interphase [KSB92]. intersect [BFMS87].
Introduction [BH95, SC88, Gol82, Lew76a, Mac97a, Sym85a, Syn86b, Bau88, Gol77b, Gol79, GMS2, Lew75, Lew76b, Lew78, GF80, Ran84, Sym85b, Tob71]. Introductory [GM82, Mat74]. Introduksjon [MH83].
invariant [Gil95]. inverse [Cla89a].
investigation [RAKK88]. investigations [WS91a, WS91b]. involving [Ric68].
Issues [ACM85]. Italy [Ear88, Mio90, IEE92b]. Ivie [Cel84]. IZIC [FKM95].
Jacobian [JL94, NC79]. Jacobians [Pai92].
Kalman [Sua84]. Karman [Fra84].
Kinematic [LF87, DM88, TV89].
Kinematics [ZZ86]. kinetic [CDA90].
Kingdom [ACM94]. Knowledge [IEE92b, Kow86, Mbl86]. komfortabel [Ano95a]. Kriging [Mar87].
lab [RCF98]. Laboratory [Mar76a, Mar76b]. Laminar [EM87].
laminated [NNM91]. Langley [DCC85, DeL87]. Language [ACM85, Jen84, Mur85, Sta84, GFB+93, Mac97b, Mac98].
Languages [Eng76, Sam73, SS73, Sam74, Sam78, Wel72].
Laplace [cla89a, Cla99a, CP92]. Large [Ban84, Bre84, CHW91]. Laurent [Koe93].
LISP [An80, CF80, GW84, Nor91, Pad85, Pav85c, Pit79, Whi77a, Whi77b].
LISP-based [GW84]. LISP-Machine [Pav85c]. List [RAKK88]. Lists [PT60].
load [Fra84]. loading [Far89]. Local [Ous91b]. Locate [NNM90]. Locis [NNM90].
London [Top89]. look [CVG94]. Long [Fab93]. Lösung [RAKK88]. Louisiana [SS84].

Machine [Sta84, GFB +93, Pav85c]. Machinery [H +91]. MACLISP [Whi77b].
MacroTeX [CS87, CS89, CS89]. MACSYMA
[Ben98, F +77, GH84, KKW90, KKW92, Lew79, MM70, Ano95a, Ano97, Ano75, Ano78, Ano88, Ano92, Ari89, BS84, Ban84, Ben98, BKK76, Bey84, BR73, BGGD77, BG83, Bog83, Bog86, Bra89, Cal90, Car84, Cld84, Cha88, Csl89, Cla89b, Coo84, CR91, Cut84, DCC85, Del87, DS81, Dri84, EF89, Fat71, FG80, Fat82a, Fat82b, Fat87, Fav79, Fri73, Fod78, Fra84, Gen77, GFB +93, SCG88, Gil95, Gol77b, Gol77a, Gol79, GM82, Gol82, Gol85, Gos77, Mat75, Mat77, Mat83b, Har84, MAC84, HC85, Hel91, HNS87, HV87, HT90a, Her91, HT84, Hol86, HN83, Ivi77, Kea91, KoTRLoE77, KKW90, KWW92, Kwo91, Lew75, Lew76a, Lew76b, Lew78, Lit76, Lo85, Lun86, Mag89, Mar87, MF71, Mat83a, The83a, The83b, Mat71, Mat74, GBoT74, MB75]. MACSYMA
[Gro78, Mat80, GF80, GoTLfCS83, MH83, Mos74, Mos75, Par84, Par86, PW85a, Pav85b, PW85c, Pav85c, Pro74, PL87, Ran84, Ran87, Ray88, RAK88, Ros85, SH84, SB89, Slo86, SR90, Sym84, SM84, Sym85a, Sym85b, SM85, Sym86b, Sym86a, Sym87b, Sym88b, y88, Tha89a, Tha89b, TC90, TM85, TV89, Wan84, WS83, WH84b, Wol79, Ano95a, BH95, CDA90, CS87, CG90, Cla90, CD82, CVG94, Del91, Dra01, EM87, Fat76, Fat89, Fe98, FF81, Fre81, GBC92, GBO, Gol86, Gon83, Grä6, Gui89, Ivi78, JM85, Lan80, Mår86, Mi93, MR85a, MR85b, Mos12, Ols92, Ous91a, Ous91b, Pav85a, PK88, RW86, RK87, RCF98, RDBE87, RS89, Spi86, SR86, Sym87a, Sym88a, Wan74, Way90]. MACSYMA-Aided [Ban84, Wan84].
MACSYMA-FORTRAN [RAKK88].


Manipulation [CD87, Eng76, FFF +84, Lue77, MeJ84, Ng79, NA79, PT60, Pet71, YL88, Cref89, DSE87, DS81, EF89, ET89, GJK88, HFO94, Hol88, KKW90, Mat89a, Wan71b, Wan71c]. manipulations [DS87, RS89].

Manipulative [BF72]. Manipulator [SK86, Lo85, TH90, TV89]. Manipulators [LH84, LH86, NTT86, YL88]. Manual [Bog83, Fat82a, Mat77, Mat83b, Mat83a, The83a, The83b, Str74, BGGD77, BG83, Bog86, FG80, Mac88, Mac93a, Mac93b, Mac95a, Mac95b, GBoT74, MB75, Mat80, GoTLfCS83, Pro74, SM84, SM85, Sym88b].

Manuals [SS73]. manufacturing [SS84]. MAPLE [Ben98, Ben98, CFG +84, CVG94, Grä96, PF95, SH10]. Mapping [Eng84].

March [Gen83, IE88b, Pet71]. Mario [CVG94]. Marseille [Cal82, Ng79].

Massachusetts [KRB +90]. Matched [Ski93]. matching [Fat71, Fat15, Lo85].

material [Far89]. Math [Bet90, Way90, Mac97b, Mac98]. MATHCAD [Ben98, Ben98].

MATHEMATICA [Ben98, KKW92, Ben98, Grä96, SH10].

Mathematical [CHH91, FKM95, KKW92, Mar67a, Mar67b, Wol85, Mar71a, Pet88, Str90, Tob71, War90].

Mathematics [CVG94, Dev94a, Dev94b, Dev94c, Bar90, Ben98, HN83, Mac88, Mac93a, Mac95b, Pet88, PL87, Ran84, Ano95a].

Mathematik [Ano95a]. Mathematische [KKW92].

Matlab [BR73, FG80, MM70].

Matlab/MIT [FG80, Mat80].

MATHLAP [Ben98, Ben98]. matrices
[JL94]. Matrix
[Mil93, Pai92, BMM90, WH84b]. Matter
[ANGK+87]. MAX [CVG94]. Maxima
[GHR10, SH10]. May [IEE92a, Nel89]. Meandering [EM87]. Measuring [Ber84]. Mechanical
[H+91, PEK91, SS84, AM89, AM90]. Mechanics
[BHY88, NA79, CD02, CS90, SH10, yS88]. Mechanics
[BHY88, NA79, CD02, CS90, SH10, yS88]. Mechanisms
[DM88, DM93]. Mechanization
[TV89]. Media
[CHH91]. Medienkombination [Mac98]. Meeting
[PEK91, SS84]. Method
[TYL89, CTZY90, HT90a, JL94, OM92]. Methods
[CCF84, BSZ93, Her88, RA87, Rit48]. Miami
[H+91]. microcomputers [Kut88]. Micropolar
[EM87]. Microstrip [AP90]. middle
[Far89]. Migratory [Gol84]. Minimal
[Ous91a, Ous91b]. MIT-DMS
[BR73]. MIT-Mathlab
[BR73]. Mixed
[CTZY90]. Mixtures
[NMM90]. Modal
[IL88, Fab93]. Mode
[GD93, LS96]. Model
[Ols92]. Modeling
[TYL88, VGT90, CHH91, NTT90, Pet88, TT88]. Modelling
[NTT86, TH90]. Models
[LF87, GJK88, KSB92]. Modern
[Wan85]. Modular
[CD87, GBC92, Deu93]. moments
[Mat89a]. month
[CVG94]. Motion
[HN85, LH84, LH86, Mac83]. MPD
[RACK88, RAKK88]. MPDengines
[RACK88]. MPD-Triebwerken
[RACK88]. Muddle
[BR73]. MUFIE
[Sp86]. Multi
[HT84]. Multi-Degree-of-Freedom
[HT84]. multibody
[Sre92]. Multiple
[AG87, LMR90, Mag89]. Multiply
[Bet90, DM88, DM93]. multitemb
[Sas86]. multivariable
[Ho86]. Multivariate
[WR75]. muMATH
[Kut88]. muMATH-algebra
[Kut88]. MuPAD
[Ben98, Ben98, Grä96]. My
[Mos07, Slo86]. neighborhood
[CG90]. Networks
[IEE91, Wan91]. Neural
[IEE91, WS91a, WS91b, Wan91, WS92]. Neuromuscular
[JM87]. newsletter
[Par84, Sym84, MAC84, Par86, Sym86a]. Newton
[OM92]. Newtonian
[Roe95]. Nine
[BGGD77]. No
[TMH99]. Noise
[H+91]. Non
[AG87, Baj86, Cre89, Roe95]. Non-Linear
[AG87]. non-Newtonian
[Roe95]. non-planar
[Cre89]. Non-Solvability
[Baj86]. Noncommutative
[Ous91a]. Noncompact
[Cah90]. Nonlinear
[BMS88, CD82, HV87, Her83, LG86, NNM91, Rei81, BKK76, BSZ93, Cre90a, HT90a, Her91, Ran94, Una88]. Nonliner
[Fil93]. normal
[CD90, PK88]. Notorious
[van82]. November
[IEE91]. NT
[Mac98]. Nuclear
[SH84]. Number
[BS84]. Numeric
[Fra84]. Numeric-analytic
[Fra84]. Numerical
[Fat1, LG86, Wan85, ABC+88, AM89, KoTRL77, NC79, PEK91].
Object
[Ols92]. Object-oriented
[Ols92]. observer
[BSZ93, PK88]. ODE
[RCF98]. Odepainleve
[RW86]. ODEs
[Man93]. once
[GM82]. onset
[Un88]. Ontario
[Cha86]. Operator
[Gol86]. Optimal
[Cha88, RH86, AM90, HJJ99]. Optimally
[WKB86]. Optimization
[TD90, HJJ1]. Order
[Man93, Mil93, Bey79, Far89, Mat89b, Ros85, SP93]. Ordinary
[HV87, Mil93, RW86, Bey79, Kwo91]. ordinance
[Sir70]. oriented
[Ols92]. Orleans
[SS84]. Oscillating
[CCF84, MR85a, MR85b]. Oscillations
[AG87]. Output
[Fat87, Fab92, Mar71a]. Overdetermined
[Woo84]. Overview
[Fat76, Tob71]. own
[Mac97b, Mac98]. Oxford
[ACM94]. Package
[Clas89b, Fat76, RW86, TYL88, YW85,
BGV94, BFBZ92, EF89, Fre81, Lan80.

Packages [Bet90, NW83, Str90]. Painlevé [HV87, RW86]. Palace [IEE92b]. papers [ACM85, Ano80, FI93, GM82, Mat71].

Paradigms [Nor91]. Parallel [CS90, Wan79]. parameters [Fab92, Fab93, Roe95]. Part [RK87, Tha91, Tha99, CVC94]. Partial [HV87, Her83, Nei80, Rei81, Wou84].


Pennsylvania [IEE88a, ML87]. Performance [Ber84, CFG+84]. Perplexed [Mos71c, Mos71a]. personal [Mos12].

Perspective [Fat76]. Physics [Ber84]. Pitfalls [MT94]. PL [SS73]. PL/I [SS73]. planar [Cre89].

planes [NMM91]. Plaza [IEE88a, IEE91]. Point [Fat96, CHW91, CG90]. Points [CCF84].

Polyth [Pur85]. polymer [HRH93]. Polynomial [Bey84, Sto84, Wan79, BMM90, Grä96, Mos66a]. Polynomials [Baj86, Mon92, Ous91a, WR75, Mig87, Zip79].

Polymorphs [Del91]. Portland [ACM89]. Pose [VGT90]. Potential [NA79]. Power [IEE93, Koe92, Koe93, Ous91b, Pav85c, JL94]. Practical [CCF84, KWW92, BH95, KLIW90].


Primer [Mat75, Ano75, Ano78, Fat82b, GM82, Lit76, Mat74, Gro78, Mos75]. Probabilistic [Zip79]. Problem [RH86, SH84, YP91, Kow86, Ris69, Ris70, Str90]. Problems [Fit73, Pav85a, Pav86, Raj87, TG90, Cre90b, Mac87, Pav85b, PL87, Ric68, SlA61, TS00].

Procedure [Man93, HJL99]. Proceedings [ACM94, Ear88, GE94, Hei87, IJC97, Ros74, WGM88, Gen83, G. 86, HSW83, KRB+90, Nei89, Top89, Wan81, WN90, AAC93, ACM85, ACM95, Buc85, Cav85, Cha86, F+77, GH84, Hun89, IEE86, IEE88b, IEE89c, IEE89a, IEE92b, Jen74, Lew79, ML87, Pet71, Wan92, Wat91, Mic90].

Proceedings. [Gra94]. Process [ILT87]. processing [ABC+88, Ros74]. Program [HV87, Mac83, Mag89, Whi77a, Whi77b, CR91, Dra01, DS81, Mat89a, SlA61, Str74, TH90]. Programming [ACM85, Sam73, Sta84, SS73, Bra89, Cha92, Nor91, Sam74, Sam78, TM89, We172].

Programs [Cel84, Ivi78, BF72, Ivi77, Lan80, SH10, Tha89a, Tha89b]. Progress [NA79]. project [Ivi77, Spi86]. projectiles [HCR91]. Prolog [ZZ86]. proofs [MS91].


Quadratic [RH86]. Quadrilateral [SC87]. Quantum [SH10]. Quarks [BH87]. query [Mac97b, Mac98]. queueing [FP95, FP95].

Radial [BBR85]. radiation [AP90].

Ramanujan [And84]. Random [IL88, RDBE87]. RATFOR [Gat84, GW84].

Ray [KoTRLoE77, HFO94]. reacting [HCR91]. real [Ric68]. Realization [Ous91b]. reboost [GD93]. Recife [CD02]. record [Ano80, IEE92a]. Recurrence [Cel84, Ivi78, Ivi77]. REDUCE [KLIW90, BGV94, Fit73, HvH+83, Kea91, KLIW90, NW83, Tha91, Tha98, Grä96].
Reduction [RB91]. Ref [TMH99]. REFAL [Mur85]. Reference

Stanford [Ano80]. State [ANGK87, MD88]. statics [Mat89a].
Station [GD93]. statisticians [Hei91].
Statistics [Dek83, Hei87, HSW88, Gen83].
Steiner [BH87]. Stimulation [JM87].
Stochastic [RH86]. Stockholm [Jen74, Ros74].
Stratified [YP91]. stress [HFO94].
Structural [IL88, NA79, Top89, Nel89].
Structures [CS79, Nel89, Fab92, Fab93, LHC92].
Studies [JM85, Nor91]. Study [Ear88, JM85, Hol88, LHC92].
subexpressions [Fat15]. subjected [HFO94]. Subroutines [SR86].
supported [BIG01]. Surfaces [FKM95].
Survey [WS84]. Swallowtail [CCF84].
Sweden [Jen74, Ros74]. switching [MSI90].
Sydney [GE94]. Symbol [Mac83]. Symbol [PT60, Mat89a].
Symbolic [ACM89, ACM94, BHY88, Bau88, BKK76, C79, CF80, Cha86, CD87, Cre90b, Dek83, ET88a, ET88b, SGC88, Her88, Lan88, LH84, LH86, LS96, Mac83, MD88, Mar67a, Mar67b, Mej84, Mos66c, Mos66b, Mos67a, Mos67b, Mos71b, Mos71d, Ng79, NA79, Pet71, TDA88, Tob71, TMH99, TLY88, VGT90, Wan74, Wan81, Wan85, Wan92, War90, WN90, Wat91, WS84, Wol85, ABC+88, AM89, Bey79, BFBBZ92, Cha92, CTZY90, CP92, Cre89, Cre90a, DM93, ET89, Fat15, Fav79, GFB+93, HFO94, HLTH94, Hol88, Lo85, Mar87, Mio90, OA89, OA91, Pai92, Pet88, Ran88, SDF88, Sla61, Str74, TDA90, TTDD91, TS00, VT92, Wan71b, Wan71c, YV87, Ng79].
Symbolically [Mil83]. SymbolicC [SH10]. symmetric [Far89]. symmetrically [BFMS87]. symmetries [CHW91, Ros85].
Symnas [Cha86, Wan81]. SYMSAM [Pet71]. SYMTOM [TH90]. Syntactic [Mur85]. synthesis [DM88, DM93]. System [CFG84, Cla90, Fab92, ILT87, Jen84, KWW92, MF71, Woa84, BT88, Che88, ET88a, ET88b, ET89, FP95, Grä96, GJK88, HFO94, HLTH94, JL94, Mac93b, Mac95b, Mat89b, PF95]. Systematic [LG86].
Systemen [Ben98, KLV90]. systèmes [DST87]. systemnahe [BH95]. Systems [BMS88, CD82, DSTM98, GKB92, GKW03, Ham89, HWH91, Har84, HT84, HF95, IEE88c, JM85, KWW92, Lu77, Mac83, MD88, Mee86, Ous91b, Pav85c, Raj87, WH84a, van82, AM89, AM90, Ben98, CHW91, CG90, DSTM7, Fat87, Fat15, Fli93, HSW94, HSW98, Hol86, KLV90, Lsn87, MSI90, Mio90, Mos66a, RB91, TM85, TH94, TLY89, Una88, WS91a, WS91b, WS92, YW87].
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